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True wealth is about more than money

The Market in Review, April:

Monthly Market Review.

Watch a Video

How To Be Greedy When Others Are Fearful: It’s fair
to say that most investors today understand that the global economy runs in boom and bust cycles. Lately, for example, it seems

Donna R. Chapel
CPA, PFS, CFP®

that whenever a technology startup is bought for billions , be
it Instagram , Yammer , Viber , Waze , Tumblr , or Whatsapp ,
financial analysts predict another bubble in the making. We’ve
had the 2008 recession, the tech bubble bursting in 2000, and
now Robert Shiller, author of Irrational Exuberance , is worried
about the next bubble. Read More

Dennis Collins
CFP®, CIMA®,
CPWA®

Five Things Scam Artist Won’t Tell You: In 2013 there
was one new victim of identity fraud every two seconds. MarketWatch's Thomas Bemis discusses five things scam artists
won't tell you. Watch a Video

Stephen L. West
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More Jobs for New Grads in 2014: The Class of 2014 can
heave a sigh of relief. The lectures, exams and essays are almost
over, and the job market is bright. Employers plan to hire 7.8%
more new grads for U.S. jobs this year than last, says the National Association of Colleges and Employers. Starting salaries are
slated to rise by 4.3%. Read More
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52 Places to go in 2014: Witness a city in transformation,
glimpse exotic animals, explore the past and enjoy that beach
before the crowds. Read More

The Contest Continues!

Here is the 2nd question in our three part contest series. If you missed the first
question see below. Here’s how the contest works: answer 1 question correctly
about our website for three months and you’ll be entered to win a gift card of your
choice! Just click here to answer the question:

What is the 3rd Financial Planning Service
Listed?
Last Month’s Question (still time to answer):
What is Donna’s 2nd Title?
Email your answers to Erin Waszkiewicz. In July we’ll choose a winner!
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Chapel & Collins, LLC
BBB accredited since
01/23/2007

Rated A+
The status of “Accredited Business” with the BBB means following the eight principles of the BBB
Standards For Trust. These eight principles are as follows: Build trust, tell the truth, advertise honestly,
be transparent, honor promises, be responsive, safeguard privacy and embody integrity. Fort more
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